EmPower Series

PVR-E16-8VA
16 Channel Penta-brid 4MP 2U
Digital Video Recorder

System Overview
Unisight, as a leading role in the security industry, his Innovation never stops.
Today we present this series which is considered as the most influential
product of the year. It is the perfect interpretation of HD-over-Coax. It is the
only product of the industry which not only achieved penta-brid, but also
achieved HD-over-Coax 4MP access, analog HD statistics, smart tracking and
other intelligent features. It has excellent performance. Such as powerful Intel
Multi-core CPU(perfect processing capability), high frame rate(720P 50/60fps
realtime recording), penta-brid video input(HDCVI/TVI/AHD/CVBS/IP), 4MP
encoding ability, loop out and advance intelligent functions(Smart
Tracking/People Counting).
Designed as a ultra series product, it established a new generation of analog
HD standards, better compatibility, higher resolution, more intelligent. It is an
ideal for the customer project tender, the system transformation and
upgrading and expansion.

Features

Functions

Embedded processor

Loop Out

Smart H.264 dual-stream video compression

It support Loop function. It can get another video signal which is same as the
camera transmission without video distribute .

Support HDCVI/AHD/CVBS/TVI/IP video inputs
Max 64 channels IP camera inputs, each channel up to 12MP
Max 256Mbps Incoming Bandwidth, 384Mbps Forwarding
Bandwidth
Smart Search and Intelligent Video System
Support HDCVI/CVBS Loop Out

HDCVI/TVI/AHD/CVBS Full Compatibility
It can receive HDCVI, TVI, AHD and CVBS signals. It cares your more needs.
Smart tracking
Smart tracking can track people or objects automatically with the linkage between
Bullet and PTZ Camera.

Spot Output and Video Matrix
It is made for a secondary monitor. This allows the operator to view one special monitor that assigned to selected cameras or video inputs from higher security
areas. Video matrix is for TV output.
Intelligent Video System (IVS)
With built-in intelligent video analytics, the DVR has the ability to detect and analyze moving objects for improved video surveillance. The DVR provides
optional standard intelligence at the edge allowing detection of multiple object behaviors such as abandoned or missing objects. IVS also supports Tripwire
analytics, allowing the camera to detect when a predetermined line has been crossed.
Face Detection
It is a type technology being used in a variety of applications that search or identify individuals which show front cameras.
People Counting
People counting can show the people flow in the entrance, and export the daily/month report.
Smart Tracking
The auto tracking PTZ feature automatically tracks a moving target throughout the camera's field of view. This function is ideal for following an object as it
moves through airports, parking lots, city centers, or other applications.
Fisheye Dewarp
The function of fisheye dewarping can be realized including HD-over-Coax & IP fisheye camera. This series supports 4MP HD-over-Coax fisheye camera access,
including preview, recording and dewarping.
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